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Resignation Letter Of A Doent
FILE PHOTO: The logo of Toshiba is seen as a shareholder arrives ... the company had colluded with the Japanese government to pressure foreign investors. The letter, sent to the four on Sunday ...
Exclusive-Toshiba's No.2 shareholder calls for immediate resignation of board chair, 3 directors
It was not at all how I envisioned my resignation would go. I had practiced what I would say: I'd be short, to the point and professional. Resigning can be a bittersweet moment. You might be sad to be ...
7 Ways for Leaders to Gracefully Accept a Resignation
Rajender will be submitting his resignation letter at the office of state Assembly Speaker, Pocharam Srinivas Reddy by 11 am, an official statement said.
Telangana: Eatala Rajender to submit resignation today
KOCHI: Lakshadweep unit of BJP has witnessed the mass resignation of party workers in protest of the move to file a sedition case against Aisha Sultana.
Support for Aisha Sultana; mass resignation in Lakshadweep BJP, 12 people including general secretary hand over resignation letter
Mysore/Mysuru: Chief Secretary P. Ravikumar, who is in city in connection with Covid meeting, told media that he was not aware of MCC Commissioner Shilpa Nag’s resignation nor has he received the ...
I have not received Shilpa Nag’s resignation letter: Chief Secretary
For lay organizers of the controversial Synodal Path in Germany, Cardinal Marx’s resignation strengthened their efforts.
German Cardinal’s resignation, refused by pope, reinvigorates church reform
German Cardinal Reinhard Marx of Munich and Freising, 67, has submitted his resignation to Pope Francis, saying that bishops must begin to accept responsibility for the institutional failures ...
Citing ‘systemic failures’ in handling abuse, cardinal offers resignation
Pope Francis has refused to accept the resignation of German Cardinal Reinhard Marx over the sex abuse scandal in the church.
Pope rejects German cardinal's resignation, urges reform
When Outgoing Ohio University President Duane Nellis steps down from executive office at the end of June he’ll be placed on paid “professional leave” and won’t teach classes until at ...
Outgoing Ohio University president to take sabbatical upon resignation and won’t teach classes until 2022
Citing institutional failures on sex abuse, Cardinal Marx, the 67-year-old archbishop of Munich and Freising, has offered his resignation to Pope Francis.
Cardinal Marx offers resignation to Pope Francis
In a June 10 letter, the pope asked the influential German cardinal to continue as archbishop of Munich and Freising.
Pope Francis declines Cardinal Marx’s resignation
In his extended interview with TV Pirveli, a channel critical to the Georgian Dream government, former Prime Minister Giorgi Gakharia discussed the details of his resignation and relations with GD ...
Gakharia Talks Resignation Details, Ivanishvili, Past Controversies
In a letter to Reinhard Marx, Pope Francis responded to the announcement that the cardinal would resign as archbishop of Munich and Freising due to the church's mishandling of abuse cases.
Pope Francis Urges All Bishops to Take Responsibility for Abuse Cases, Refuses German Cardinal's Resignation
ANALYSIS: If the resignation is accepted by Pope Francis, there is still much the German cardinal could do within the Vatican and the universal Church with the power he will still wield.
Will Cardinal Marx’s Resignation Boost His Influence Beyond Germany?
A former Purdy music teacher will lose his license to teach in Missouri after admitting he sent an inappropriate letter to a student, according to a settlement agreement reached with state officials.
Ex-teacher who sent 'super sexy' letter to student will be banned from teaching in Missouri
A top cleric in Germany’s Catholic Church has offered to resign as the Archbishop of Munich, saying he shared “responsibility for the catastrophe of sexual abuse” by church officials. “In essence, it ...
Top German Catholic Church official offers resignation over ‘catastrophe of sexual abuse’
Las Cruces Public Schools board discussed the next steps in filling vacant board position and conducting an investigation into harassment allegations.
Las Cruces school board outlines candidate criteria, OKs investigation following Dallman resignation
The head of the Catholic Church in Germany has offered to resign as the Archbishop of Munich, saying he shared "responsibility for the catastrophe of sexual abuse" by church officials.
Head of Germany's Catholic Church offers resignation over 'catastrophe of sexual abuse'
A member of the Salt Lake City School District's Board of Education has been booked into jail for allegedly possessing child pornography.
Salt Lake City School Board member arrested in child porn case; letter asks for his resignation
Pope Francis refused today to let German Cardinal Reinhard Marx resign over the sex abuse scandal in the church, but said a process of reform was necessary and that every bishop must take ...
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